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Dear Friends,

Welcome to our Spring 2024 Collection. At last, winter is winding down a little (at least it is 
here on the west coast) and peeks of spring are emerging. The Spring collection is inspired 
by warm days spent on the Mediterranean coast, days spent on the little beach inlets and 
coves (‘Cala’ in mainland Spain) while wearing long layers of linen in bold saturated colors. 
Our newest additions to the dress line include Model No.15, sister to the beloved Model 
No.17 style - a midi length version, crafted in the zesty Paloma Check. No.39 is a brand new 
silhouette for P&S - the shirt dress. It’s a relaxed fit - designed to be worn as a stand along 
piece or layered over a dress or with culottes. I think it will be so practical for beach days, 
the perfect cover up styled with a large sunhat - I can feel the sunbeams on my toes already!
Speaking of toes, we have some new fresh colors from the wonderful Nishiguchi Kutsushita 
- a truly unique Japanese sock maker, featuring linen socks. 
Additionally, we have added the most comfortable summer sandal you will find for your feet, 
by our friends Aurora Shoe Co, made in New York. These sandals are affectionally known as 
‘the walking shoe’ because hikers have been know to wear them on long distance walks!
The new collection arrives on Saturday, March 9th at 8 a.m. PST. Thank you for being here!

Cheers!
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ABOVE: Model No. 35 in Voltaire Check Linen.
COVER IMAGE: Model No. 15 in Paloma Check Linen. 



Stylish, fun, the perfect button up dress for summer. A comfortable and eco-friend-
ly addition to your wardrobe, crafted sustainably in medium weight Basque Check 
linen. This nifty little dress also has the added benefit of an adjustable waist tie.

Model No.10 in Basque Check Linen $198
Model No.11 is our iconic dress - a true customer favorite. Perfect to pull on at 
home or dress it up for an evening out. Hand made in Los Angeles in our soft, pre-
washed 100% European flax linen.

Model No.11 in Small Indigo Stripe Linen $208

Our best selling, classic style of linen dress with pockets and a button up detail. 
Breathable, comfortable and versatile, crafted in our buttery soft, unique Crimini 
Check linen.

Model No.11  in Crimini Check Linen $208
This versatile and classic button up dress will become a workhorse in your closet, 
throw it on for running errands or add some heels for dinner out! Our soft, pure Eu-
ropean linen in Cala Check is breathable, comfortable and easy to wear all day long.

Model No.11 in Cala Check Linen $208
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    Model No. 39 in Copper Linen over Model No. 17 in Satsuma Check Linen.



New! A simple, chic, comfortable day dress that never goes out of style. Similar 
in style to our popular No.17 dress, this dress is cut in a midi length with the 
ever-helpful side pockets. Paloma Check is a zesty colorful, medium weight linen 
in shades of red.

Model No.15 in Paloma Check Linen $198

Model No. 39 in Valletta Stripe Linen.

NEW ITEM

A full length, comfortable dress with a higher, button up neckline and pockets. 
Ethically made in California, this breathable linen dress works well in the heat - the 
most elegant cover up, and layered with a sweater, it transitions beautifully into the 
cooler months.

$216Model No.16 in Olive Stripe Linen
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A beautiful, colorful checked linen tea dress with side pockets and full length skirt. 
A timeless statement dress, handcrafted from sustainably grown European linen and 
made for long-lasting wear. Satsuma Check is a medium weight, blue, orange and 
yellow check linen.

Model No.17 in Satsuma Check Linen $206
A customer favorite, our tea length dress with pocket is versatile, easy to wear and 
is perfect when paired with sneakers or styled up with boots and blazer. Garment 
dyed to a beautiful hue of soft, dusky mauve.

Model No.17 in Wild Ginger Linen $210

A classic collared style dress, whether you’re in the office or just out for lunch, this 
modern looking dress with pockets is chic, tailored and comfortable.

Model No.22 in Cassis Linen $218
Designed to be worn, loved and lived in, this button up, midi length dress with 
pockets is a nod to the 1940’s. The buttery soft linen will keep you cool on the 
warmest of days.

Model No.30 in Small Indigo Stripe Linen $218
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Our easy to wear, tailored v-neck dress with a button up detail dress features side 
pockets and sleeves that hit just above the elbow. Hand crafted in buttery soft, me-
dium weight, olive stripe linen.

Model No.31 in Olive Stripe Linen $222
No.32, the Pinafore dress, is designed to be worn over a blouse, sweater or pairs 
beautifully when worn over our dresses. This pinafore dress will quickly prove its 
value in both beauty and function. Wear it as a cover up while painting, creating, 
making, gardening, baking or whatever you love to do most.

Model No.32 in Navy Blue Linen $209

Our heirloom style dress, with it’s romantic gathered neckline, delicate button de-
tails and A-line shape, wear this one unbelted for the dreamiest of dresses or add 
the wrap belt for a defined, timeless style. Voltaire Check is a rust red and cream 
medium weight linen.

Model No.35 in Voltaire Check Linen $246
New! Our linen shirtdress offers up a relaxed and contemporary look. Designed 
to be worn layered over dresses or as a stand alone piece. We love how easy this 
button down is to style - throw on over a dress, culottes or with jeans as a duster 
style jacket.

Model No.39 in Valletta Stripe Linen $235

NEW ITEM
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New! Our linen shirtdress offers up a relaxed and contemporary look. Designed 
to be worn layered over dresses or as a stand alone piece. We love how easy this 
button down is to style - throw on over a dress, culottes or with jeans as a duster 
style jacket.

Model No.39 in Copper Linen $235
With an abundance of linen featuring heavy gathering and a soft, elasticated waist 
band combined with deep inset pockets, perfect for striding out. Crafted from 
100% European linen in a zesty red check, made with care in California. 

Skirt No.11 in Paloma Check Linen $155

Crafted in dark navy blue linen, our skirt is style in every step, with an abundance of 
gathered linen, deep side pockets, featuring an extra soft elasticated waistband.

Skirt No.11 in Navy Blue Linen $155
A wardrobe essential, this blouse is polished enough to dress up jeans and simple 
enough to wear with skirts, the perfect blend of elegance and comfort. Handmade 
in Los Angeles to last.

Blouse No.14 in Paloma Check Linen $132

NEW ITEM
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A wardrobe essential, this blouse is polished enough to dress up jeans and simple 
enough to wear with skirts, the perfect blend of elegance and comfort. Handmade 
in Los Angeles to last.

Blouse No.14 in Basque Check Linen $132
A wardrobe essential, this blouse is polished enough to dress up jeans and simple 
enough to wear with skirts, the perfect blend of elegance and comfort. Handmade 
in Los Angeles to last.

Blouse No.14 in Cala Check Linen  $132

With a relaxed fit, Blouse No.16 features a gathered neckline, puff sleeves and a 
delicate buttoning placket. Handmade in a rust red and cream check light shirting 
weight linen.

Blouse No.16 in Voltaire Check Linen $148
Introducing our Perfect Fit Cotton T-shirt. Crafted in classic white organic cotton, 
our T-shirts are designed and made to perfectly compliment our skirts, culottes or 
your favorite pair of denim shorts. Responsibly made and styled in a classic slim fit 
shape. Sustainably made here in California from high quality, soft GOTS organic 
cotton.

Organic Cotton T-Shirt in White $46
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Stylish and versatile, these culottes are perfect for beach days with a pair of sandals 
and a breezy top. We love them as they are the most comfortable alternative to 
jeans, with their soft, stretchy waist band and deep inset pockets.&nbsp;

Culottes No.11 in Crimini Check Linen $158
Stylish and versatile, these culottes are perfect for beach days with a pair of sandals 
and a breezy top. We love them as they are the most comfortable alternative to 
jeans, with their soft, stretchy waist band and deep inset pockets. Garment dyed 
linen.

Culottes No.11 in Beech Linen $162

Culottes No. 11 in Crimini Check Linen with Organic Cotton T-Shirt in White and Brown Leather Sandals.
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Mary Jane in Black Leather $198 Black Leather Sandals $168

Brown Leather Sandals $168 Red Leather Sandals $168

NEW ITEM

The Mary Jane shoe features a simple rounded toe, an adjustable ankle strap with 
a brass buckle, and minimal stitching. Pairs well with socks or tights in winter, and 
bare feet in summer. The breathable full grain leather upper and leather insole will 
stretch and mold to your feet for a custom fit with wear

A chic, comfortable sandal which pairs perfectly with our summer dresses. The most 
comfortable sandal to wear all day long. The breathable full grain leather upper and 
leather insole will stretch and mold to your unique feet for a custom fit with wear.

A simple, comfortable sandal which pairs perfectly with our summer dresses. Simply 
the most comfortable sandal to wear all day long. The breathable full grain leather 
upper and leather insole will stretch and mold to your unique feet for a custom fit 
with wear.

A chic, comfortable sandal which pairs perfectly with our summer dresses. The most 
comfortable sandal to wear all day long. The breathable full grain leather upper and 
leather insole will stretch and mold to your unique feet for a custom fit with wear.

NEW ITEM
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Aurora Middle English shoes in brown leather with Nishiguchi Kutsushita white wool socks. 

A colorful array of new socks in Spring and Summer colors from Nishiguchi Kutsushita in Japan. 
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